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Tibesti Mountains
@ Ursula Zrich

“I enjoyed getting back to the 
clean harshness of the desert, 
the simplicity of desert life, the 

comradeship of desert peoples, to 
camels, the vast openness of the 
sands and the freedom of the 

mountains.”   
Sir Wilfred Thesiger, 1938



Tibesti Mountains
@ Ursula Zrich

Ten day exploration by helicopter
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@ Richard Roberts

Roof of the Sahara

The massive deserts in the north of Chad 
are broken up by the breath-taking Tibesti 

mountain range  This volcanic massif is 
the most prominent feature of the Sahara 

desert, sprawling 480km across the 
border into Libya.  

Tibesti Mountains



Ridge line on the summit of the Tibesti 
Range 

Guassin



@ Rocco Rava

Central Tibesti Mountains 

Tarso Toon



@ Rocco Rava

Summited in 1938 by Wilfred Thesiger, 
Emi Koussi is a shield volcano that 

lies at the southeast end of the Tibesti 
Mountains.  It marks the highest point, 
and its crater is an impressive 12 miles 

wide and 4,000 feet deep. 

Emi Koussi



@ Richard Roberts

Canyons of 

Emi Koussi



Flanks of Emi Koussi

Ourti



Throughout the Tibesti Mountains is 
an extensive collection of ancient Rock 
Art.  The paintings and engravings of 

wildlife and hunting scenes - some as old 
as 8,000 years, show a time of greener 

pastures.

Rock Art



Formed by a comet or asteroid impact 
some several hundred million years ago, 
on the south eastern flank of the Tibesti 

Mountains.

Aorounga Impact Crater



Mountain in the Borkou Region

Ehi Orom



Ancient rock art in the mountains of

Ehi Orom



Tower of rust-red sandstone

Tigui Piton





Sahara’s Garden of Eden!

Unique geological features sculpted 
over time by water and wind into a 

spectacular plateau with canyons and 
valleys, and hundreds of natural arches, 
spires, pillars and columns, rising 1,450 
meters, from the deserts of the Sahara 

that surround it on all sides.

Ennedi



@ Richard Roberts

A vast sandstone wall, covering some 
30,000 km2 on the southern fringes of the 

Sahara Desert.

Ennedi Massif



@ Richard Roberts

Arches, canyons and unique landforms

Ennedi Massif



@ Richard Roberts

Arches, canyons and unique landforms

Ennedi Massif



@ Richard Roberts

Western Ennedi, many spectacular rock 
formations and natural arches.

Anoa



Western Ennedi, many spectacular rock 
formations and natural arches.

Anoa



Evidence of a battle field, 

Korra



@ Richard Roberts

Jewel of the Sahara

Ounianga



@ Richard Roberts

Islands in a sea of sand, 18 interconnected 
lakes in the Ounianga region to the west of 
the Tibesti Mountains in the heart of the 

Saraha Desert, are relics of a single, much 
larger lake occupying the basin some 

10,000 years ago. 



Part of Ounianga Serir

Lake Bokou



Ounianga lakes region

Demi



@ Richard Roberts

Desert landscape on route to

Archei Guelta



With aquifers and high rainfall, natural 
water pools sustains abundant flora 

and fauna as well as human life.  Guelta 
d’Archei is the largest where desert 
nomads water their camels and it is 

also home to one of last populations of 
Saharan crocodile.

Archei Guelta



Crocodile pools

Archei Guelta



@ Richard Roberts

Ancient Desert Oasis!

40 meters wide, fed from aquifers 
believed to be over 4000 years old, with 
these fresh waters life here thrives.  Set 
deep, with a rocky overhang at the top 
of the canyon that limits evaporation, 
Guelta Maya has never yet dried up.  

Guelta Maya



Meaning ‘the place of the girls’, Niola 
Doa has a wealth of rock art, some 

believed to be 8,000 years old.   The 
magnificent larger than life engravings 

of women, together with thousands 
of painted images found in the 

mountainous Ennedi Plateau, make up 
one of the biggest collections of rock art 

in the Sahara.

Niola Doa



@ Richard Roberts

Aloba Arch is the second highest natural 
archway in the world; 120 meters tall 

and 75m wide - surpassed only by 
Shipton’s Arch in China.  The massive 

sandstone structure was initially 
hollowed out by ancient streams, and 

polished over centuries by sand storms. 

Aloba



Koboue Gorge



Evidence of early human inhabitation

Ancient grind 
stones



Southern Ennedi

Ancient pottery



@ Richard Roberts

Southern Ennedi

Bachiguele



@ Richard Roberts

Abayke



Eastern Tibesti

Ennedi Camp



Eastern Tibesti

Ennedi Camp



Coffee Break!

Demi



Picnic Time!

Ennedi



Refueling logistics!

Minski Camp
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